Wuxi IoT
Contest !
Connecting Wuxi, Connecting the World
Win ¥10,000,000
Wanna run an Internet of Things (IoT) project or at least got a brilliant idea ?
Here’s your chance ! The city of Wuxi, hot spot for IoT industry in China wants
to hear from you -- and it will pay as much as ¥10 million to make your idea a
reality.
The World Internet of Things Exposition has been held annually since 2010 in
Wuxi, the only national demonstration zone for sensor network innovation.
Jointly hosted by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and
Jiangsu Provincial Government, the expo has become the largest and highest
scale national-level exposition of the IoT sector with numerous exhibits and
upgraded technologies. This year’s event will be held in September with topics
focusing on the latest IoT issues: smart manufacturing, internet of vehicles,
smart energy, smart health care, smart device and artificial intelligence, etc.
As an important part of the expo 2017, the initiative “Wuxi IoT Contest -Connecting Wuxi, Connecting the World” is launched to solicit and bankroll IoT
projects both at home and abroad which are believed could have broad and
beneficial impact on people's lives. By financing of the wining projects, the
contest also aims to attract high quality IoT projects to set up in Wuxi.

Funding, from a pool of no less than ¥10 million offered by venture capital firms,
will be awarded to the final winners, each of whom receive different amount of
money based on their rankings. The contest will be officially launched in May,
2017. From May 1st to August 31st, you can download the attached application
form, submit it together with your business plan by specifying “project name +
founder’s name + category” in the mail title. After a short examining and
verifying period, the eligible participants will have to make a net roadshow and
then submit the video. A panel of judges composed of IoT professionals will
then review these projects and announce the winners during the World IoT
Expo held in September.

The contest process :

Download the application form

Fill out the form and write the business plan, prepare a net roadshow video

Submit the application form together with your business plan by late august
Submit your net roadshow
Wait patiently during the judging period ...

Winners will be awarded from a pool of ¥10 million and have the chance
to see their idea come to life!

Contact:
Wuxi Foreign Affairs Office
CUI Yue
Tel: +86 510 8182 5234
Email: cuiyue624@163.com

